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- Kerry Herlihy (Economics, International Letters & Visual Studies, Senior)
- Public Relations Intern
- Full-time, 35 hours per week
- Unpaid

What do you do as an intern at this organization?
I manage relations with partnering websites in English, French, and Spanish-speaking countries. I translate parts of the company website and company emails to French and Spanish.

How did you find your internship?
Through Intern USA

What do you enjoy most about your internship?
The office environment: very worldly, laidback, and encouraging.

What do you find challenging?
The work is sporadic- I am usually over or under-loaded.

What advice would you offer to someone who wants to make the most of an internship like yours?
Be creative and outgoing when speaking with and getting support from partners, and be willing to do some typical intern work to help the company.
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